
FastIDPass 1.0
Script for render ID color mask and ambient occlusion passes

for Autodesk® 3ds Max® 

FastIDPass is a free Autodesk 3ds Max script that manage easy and fast way the render passes: object id
and ambient occlusion. It allows to manage the object mask IDs into two different modes: the first one is
based on the 3 RGB channels, while the second mode allows the use of user custom colors with a random
colors function which generates unique colors in the scene, so different objects will never have the same
color.
Override Ambient Occlusion, when toggled, generates ambient occlusion for all the scene with optimized
settings  which allow faster  render.  Settings  are  automatically  optimized  according to  the  used renderer
(Scanline, Mental Ray, Vray).    

Features:
- RGB color masking
- Random color between R-G-B colors
- Custom color masking
- Random Unique custom colors
- Antialiasing toggle
- Gamma LUT correction
- Override Ambient  Occlusion
- Compatible with Scanline, Mentalray, Vray

FastIDPass 1.0 supports the following Autodesk ® 3ds Max ® versions for windows: 
 
•  3ds Max2009 x86/x64  
•  3ds Max2010 x86/x64 
•  3ds Max2011 x86/x64 
•  3ds Max2012 x86/x64
•  3ds Max2013 x86/x64
•  3ds Max2014 x64
•  3ds Max2015 x64

Installing:
Just drag and drop the script file:FastIDPass.mse into your 3dsmax viewport and the script will run 
automatically or you can use the classic run script from 3dsmax menu and load it.



Interface:

RGB buttons
When you click on the button the relative color is assigned to the current (single or multi) selection.

Random RGB
It assigns a random color between the three RGB to the current (single or multi) selection.

Castom Colors Mask ID button
It assigns a custom color to the current (single or multi) selection.

Random Colors
It assigns random unique colors to each selected object.



Init-refresh button
It makes refresh of the scene data and if you changed rendering engine (Scanline, Mentalray, Vray) all the 
optimization settings will be loaded accordingly.

Antialias check button
Activate/deactivate antialiasing on ID masks render.

Gamma spinner
Sets Gamma/LUT 

Override Ambient Occlusion check button
Activates override ambient occlusion rendering over the entire scene.

Radius spinner
Defines the radius within which the renderer looks for occluding objects (default = 10.0).

Subdivisions spinner
The number of rays shot for creating AO (default = 8 subdiv). 

AO render quality
Our optimized settings for AO quality.

N.B. 
You have to create a dummy scene and work on it, because the script generates its 
materials and render settings, so you will lose yours. 
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